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CAUTION:  RESEARCH ON UNREGISTERED PESTICIDE USE
Any research with unregistered pesticides or of unregistered products reported in this document does not 

constitute a recommendation for that particular use by the authors, the authors’ organisations or the management 
committee. All pesticide applications must accord with the currently registered label for that particular pesticide, 

crop, pest and region.

DISCLAIMER - TECHNICAL
This publication has been prepared in good faith on the basis of information available at the date of publication 

without any independent verification. The Grains Research and Development Corporation does not guarantee or 
warrant the accuracy, reliability, completeness of currency of the information in this publication nor its usefulness 

in achieving any purpose.
Readers are responsible for assessing the relevance and accuracy of the content of this publication. The Grains 

Research and Development Corporation will not be liable for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred or 
arising by reason of any person using or relying on the information in this publication.

Products may be identified by proprietary or trade names to help readers identify particular types of products but 
this is not, and is not intended to be, an endorsement or recommendation of any product or manufacturer referred 

to. Other products may perform as well or better than those specifically referred to.

GRDC Farm Business Update online 
proudly convened by ORM Pty Ltd. 

46 Edward Street 
PO Box 189 
Bendigo VIC 3552

T 03 5441 6176 
E admin@orm.com.au 
W orm.com.au

T  03 5441 6176
E admin@orm.com.au
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To subscribe to receive newsletters 
and publications and keep your details 

up-to-date visit the GRDC subscription centre:  
www.grdc.com.au/subscribe

GET THE LATEST 
INFO ON THE GO
The GRDC’s podcast series features some of the 
grain sector’s most pre-eminent researchers, 
growers, advisers and industry stakeholders 
sharing everything from the latest seasonal 
issues, to ground-breaking research and trial 
results with on-farm application.JOIN THE 

CONVERSATION

@theGRDC

Connect with us

Newsletter 
subscription

Twitter
@GRDC

Instagram
thegrdc
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@GRDC

https://grdc.com.au/news-and-media/audio



Cereal root diseases cost grain growers in excess of $200 million  
annually in lost production. Much of this loss can be prevented. 
Using PREDICTA® B soil tests and advice from your local accredited agronomist,  
these diseases can be detected and managed before losses occur. PREDICTA® B  
is a DNA-based soil-testing service to assist growers in identifying soil borne  
diseases that pose a significant risk, before sowing the crop.
Enquire with your local agronomist or visit  
http://pir.sa.gov.au/research/services/molecular_diagnostics/predicta_b

Potential high-risk paddocks: 
■  Bare patches, uneven growth,  

white heads in previous crop 
■  Paddocks with unexplained poor yield  

from the previous year 
■  High frequency of root lesion  

nematode-susceptible crops,  
such as chickpeas 

■  Intolerant cereal varieties grown  
on stored moisture 

■ Newly purchased or leased land
■ Cereals on cereals
■ Cereal following grassy pastures 
■ Durum crops (crown rot)

There are PREDICTA® B tests for  
most of the soil-borne diseases of  
cereals and some pulse crops: 
■ Crown rot (cereals) 
■ Rhizoctonia root rot 
■ Root lesion nematodes 
■ Yellow leaf spot
■ Common root rot
■ Pythium clade f
■ Charcoal rot 
■ Ascochyta blight of chickpea
■ Sclerotinia stem rot
■ Long fallow disorder
■ Phytophthora root rot
■ Fusarium stalk rot
■ White grain disorder
■ Sclerotinia stem rot

PREDICTA® B 
KNOW BEFORE YOU SOW

CONTACT:
Rob Long
lab@crownanalytical.com.au
0437 996 678

NORTHERN REGION*

*NORTHERN NSW AND QUEENSLAND

PredAA4_N_advert1811.indd   1 13/11/18   4:26 pm



The GRDC’s Farming the Business manual is for farmers and 
advisers to improve their farm business management skills.
It is segmented into three modules to address 
the following critical questions: 

Module 1:  What do I need to know about business to 
manage my farm business successfully?

Module 2:  Where is my business now and where 
do I want it to be?

Module 3: How do I take my business to the next level?

The Farming the Business manual is available as:
  Hard copy – Freephone 1800 11 00 44 and quote Order Code: GRDC873  

There is a postage and handling charge of $10.00. Limited copies available.
  PDF – Downloadable from the GRDC website – www.grdc.com.au/FarmingTheBusiness 

or
  eBook – Go to www.grdc.com.au/FarmingTheBusinesseBook for the Apple iTunes 

bookstore, and download the three modules and sync the eBooks to your iPad.

grdc.com.au

Module 1

Mike Krause

Module 2

Mike Krause

Module 3

Mike Krause

Level 4, 4 National Circuit, Barton ACT 2600 | PO Box 5367, Kingston ACT 2604 | T +61 2 6166 4500 | F +61 2 6166 4599 | E grdc@grdc.com.au | W www.grdc.com.au
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For further reading refer to;

The Agribusiness Bulletin – Deloitte Access Economics
The Agribusiness Bulletin focuses on national and local industry, as well as cross-industry insights and 
trends. This includes some of the drivers we expect to shape the future of the industry and potential 
challenges that may arise. To get more articles like this delivered straight to your inbox, subscribe to the 
Agribusiness Bulletin.

Australian Agribusiness: a quiet achiever in a troubled economy.
https://www2.deloitte.com/au/en/pages/consumer-industrial-products/articles/australian-agribusiness-
quiet-achiever-in-troubled-economy.html

Note: Figure charts jobs at risk (vertical axis), relative to period of expected peak impact; Source: Deloitte (3 April)

Economic Outlook – Agriculture and the global 
supply chains

Presented by John Crosbie

Deloittes Access Economics

https://www2.deloitte.com/au/en/pages/consumer-industrial-products/articles/australian-agribusiness-quiet-achiever-in-troubled-economy.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/au/en/pages/consumer-industrial-products/articles/australian-agribusiness-quiet-achiever-in-troubled-economy.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/au/en/pages/consumer-industrial-products/articles/australian-agribusiness-quiet-achiever-in-troubled-economy.html
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My follow up questions for the speaker;

Want to learn more, here are some suggestions;

References:
1. Rabobank (2020), “Coronavirus and agriculture – how worried should we be?”

2. Sainsbury, M (2020) Australian wine exports to China down 90% as coronavirus takes its toll

3.  Plaganyi, E, et al (2010), “Coronavirus is killing Australia’s lobster export market”, The Conversation

4. Paris, C China’s Shipping Nears a Standstill Amid Coronavirus (2020) Disruption

5.  Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment, Australian red meat export statistics (2020)

6.  The Economist Intelligence Unit, Global Food Security Index (2020)

7.  Department of Health, Limits on public gatherings for Covid-19 (2020)

8.  ABC, Farmers stockpile cheap diesel amid Coronvirus

9.  Department of Agriculture, Food security and agriculture and COVID-19 (2020)

10. Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, Submission to House of Representatives Standing 
Committee on Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Local Government: Inquiry into the 
impact of the global financial crisis on regional Australia (2009)

11.  The Conversation, 2020

12.  ABC News ‘ Unemployment in Australia's cities amid COVID-19 downturn sees farmers inundated’

13.  ABARES, Agricultural Commodities 2020 

More about John . . .
John Crosbie is an Associate 
Director at Deloitte with 
an industry background 
heavily involved in the grains 
industry including previous 
role as the General Manager 
Supply Chain Operations 
with AWB.  

Contact details  
John Crosbie  – Associate Director 
jcrosbie@deloite.com.au

https://research.rabobank.com/far/en/sectors/regional-food-agri/Podcast-Coronavirus-how-worried-should-we-be.html
https://www.smartcompany.com.au/industries/agribusiness/australian-wine-exports-china-coronavirus/
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-is-killing-australias-lobster-export-market-131750
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-shipping-nears-a-standstill-amid-coronavirus-disruption-11581699854
https://www.agriculture.gov.au/export/controlled-goods/meat/statistics
https://foodsecurityindex.eiu.com/Index
https://www.health.gov.au/news/health-alerts/novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov-health-alert/how-to-protect-yourself-and-others-from-coronavirus-covid-19/limits-on-public-gatherings-for-coronavirus-covid-19
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-04-05/australian-farmers-stockpile-cheap-diesel-amid-coronavirus/12120884
https://www.agriculture.gov.au/coronavirus/food-agriculture
http://www.aphref.aph.gov.au_house_committee__itrdlg_financialcrisis_subs_sub128.pdf.html
http://www.aphref.aph.gov.au_house_committee__itrdlg_financialcrisis_subs_sub128.pdf.html
http://www.aphref.aph.gov.au_house_committee__itrdlg_financialcrisis_subs_sub128.pdf.html
https://theconversation.com/the-oil-shock-of-2020-appears-to-be-here-and-the-pain-could-be-wide-and-deep-133293
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-28/covid-19-downturn-sees-farmers-inundated-by-jobseekers/12097012
https://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/research-topics/agricultural-outlook/agriculture-overview
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Long Term Yield App 
Easy access to the analysed 
NVT Multi Environment 
Trial (MET) data. 

Crop Disease Au App 
Access to current disease 
resistance ratings &  
disease information.

Long Term Yield Reporter
New web-based high speed Yield Reporting tool, easy-to-use means of accessing 
and interpreting the NVT Long Term MET (Multi Environment Trial) results.

http://app.nvtonline.com.au/

www.nvtonline.com.au

LENTIL  |  LUPIN  |  OAT  |  SORGHUM

NVT
CANOLA  |  WHEAT  |  BARLEY  |  CHI  CKPEA  |  FABA BEAN  |  FIELD PEA  |

NVTapps_A4_1811.indd   1 9/11/18   1:54 pm
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Managing your farm business exposure to grain 
markets and counterparty risk

Presented by Josh Gordon  

NSW DPI

Introduction
No farmers grow crops because of an interest in grain markets and counterparty risk. Nevertheless, it 
is an essential part of the job. Growers can outsource this whole part of their business however even 
these growers need to know they are getting value from their service providers. Using market information 

Key Messages: 
 What is a market and how do we asses marketing risk.

 Decision making and timing of decisions is clearly important.

 What information from who, do growers need to inform their decisions.

 How can counterparty risk be analysed and managed.

 Some basic steps can remove much of the risk and stress.

Figure 1. Simple diagram of the grain marketing process.

The most important feature is that it is a dynamic process that continues to develop and never ends; as one 
deal closes and another one opens. 
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for decision making and marketing grain production can be complex. By defining several aspects of 
marketing and risk assessment, greater clarity in decision making will be provided. Leading to a deeper 
understanding of risk assessment and management for the grower. How to define, identify and manage 
risk using simple strategies and/or complex financial tools. Simple assessments can help to manage 
exposure to market and marketing risk. What information is required, what options are available and 
when to make a decision. 

My follow up questions for the speaker;

To command more money, provide more value?
Value comes in many forms and each enterprise values their attributes differently. In most aspects 
of business, we exchange value in return for money. For example, selling or buying goods (value) in 
exchange for money, or as a service provider exchanging a service (value) for money. To command more 
money, we typically need to provide more value, for example; better goods or a higher quality service.

Some examples are:

• Maximise the value of the quality you produce, if you store on-farm:

 o Segregate based on grade and keep running samples and record stack averages.

• Know your operating environment: 

 o Bulk handlers typically don’t provide flexibility of operation.

• Flexibility of supply can deliver additional value:

 o Wet weather access, weekend loading, short notice loading, known quality.
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Self evaluation;
Do you have a clear marketing plan that is consistent and workable?

Yes I do?                                                      At times but not consistent                                               No I don’t?

How do you feel this impacts your grain marketing performance? 

What marketing risks are you currently exposed to? Do you pay for a grain marketing service  
or adviser?

What other opportunities would you like to explore for grain marketing to contribute to your  
business profit?

We want to work on this in our business, what should we do next?
• Write a marketing plan.

• List key decision points / talk triggers.

• Build marketing relationships / call your grain marketers.

• Get your decision making info. Phone, SMS, Email

• How do we make it happen? 
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Our Second Action

Want to learn more, here are some suggestions;
Local grain buyers x 3  Local receival sites.
https://www.awb.com.au/daily-grain-prices https://www.usda.gov/oce/commodity/wasde/

More about Josh . . .
Josh Gordon has worked with the NSW Department of Primary Industries 
International Engagement Unit since January 2015. Prior to this he spent 
over 10 years with Cargill and AWB Limited in business management 
and commodity marketing roles. As well as nine years with NSW DPI in 
agronomic research and industry development. Including as Executive 
Officer of the Australian Durum Industry Association. He leads foreign 
direct investment and trade development in the Grains & Oilseeds sector 
where he works to assess market risk and further trade and market 
access for Australian commodities. This work is linked directly with 

broadacre production in his role as Chair of Central West Farming Systems, an independent, not-
for-profit, farmer driven organization with over 300 members covering 14 million hectares in Central 
Western NSW. Josh has a Degree in Agricultural Science and holds Australian Financial Markets 
Association (AFMA) accreditation.

Contact details 
Josh Gordon – NSW DPI
161 Kite Street Orange NSW 2800
Ph: 0263913772
josh.gordon@dpi.nsw.gov.au

Our First Action

https://www.awb.com.au/daily-grain-prices
https://www.usda.gov/oce/commodity/wasde/
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P Level 4 | 4 National Circuit, Barton ACT 2600 | PO Box 5367, Kingston ACT 2604 T +61 2 6166 4500  F +61 2 6166 4599  E grdc@grdc.com.au  

LOOK AROUND YOU.
1 in 5 people in rural Australia are currently 
experiencing mental health issues.

www.ifarmwell.com.au  An online toolkit specifically tailored to
help growers cope with challenges, particularly things beyond their control (such 
as weather), and get the most out of every day.

www.blackdoginstitute.org.au  The Black Dog Institute is
a medical research institute that focuses on the identification, prevention and 
treatment of mental illness. Its website aims to lead you through the logical steps 
in seeking help for mood disorders, such as depression and bipolar disorder, and 
to provide you with information, resources and assessment tools.

www.crrmh.com.au  The Centre for Rural & Remote Mental Health
(CRRMH) provides leadership in rural and remote mental-health research, working 
closely with rural communities and partners to provide evidence-based service 
design, delivery and education. 

Glove Box Guide to Mental Health 
The Glove Box Guide to Mental Health includes stories, tips, 
and information about services to help connect rural  
communities and encourage conversations about mental  
health. Available online from CRRMH. 

www.rrmh.com.au  Rural & Remote Mental Health run workshops 
and training through its Rural Minds program, which is designed to raise mental 
health awareness and confidence, grow understanding and ensure information is 
embedded into agricultural and farming communities.

www.cores.org.au  CORESTM (Community Response to Eliminating 
Suicide) is a community-based program that educates members of a local community 
on how to intervene when they encounter a person they believe may be suicidal.

www.headsup.org.au  Heads Up is all about giving individuals and 
businesses tools to create more mentally healthy workplaces. Heads Up provides 
a wide range of resources, information and advice for individuals and organisations 
– designed to offer simple, practical and, importantly, achievable guidance. You 
can also create an action plan that is tailored for your business.

www.farmerhealth.org.au  The National Centre for Farmer Health 
provides leadership to improve the health, wellbeing and safety of farm workers, 
their families and communities across Australia and serves to increase knowledge 
transfer between farmers, medical professionals, academics and students.

www.ruralhealth.org.au  The National Rural Health Alliance 
produces a range of communication materials, including fact sheets and 
infographics, media releases and its flagship magazine Partyline.

The GRDC supports the mental wellbeing of Australian grain growers and their 
communities. Are you ok? If you or someone you know is experiencing 
mental health issues call beyondblue or Lifeline for 24/7 crisis support.

Looking for information on mental wellbeing? Information and support resources are available through:

beyondblue  
1300 22 46 36  
www.beyondblue.org.au 

Lifeline 
13 11 14 
www.lifeline.org.au
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Management under the microscope – strong  
financial indicators

Presented by Chris Minehan, Rural Management Strategies and Simon Fritsch, Agripath

Introduction
Business and Management are the disciplines devoted to organizing, analysing, and planning various 
types of business operations. And if that sounds really general, that’s just because these fields cover a 
lot of ground! Financial management is more than just knowing how much you have in your business 
bank account.  In short financial management entails planning, organising, controlling, monitoring and 
evaluating the financial resources of an organisation to achieve its overall objectives. There is no doubt 
that farm business managers have to be technically competent to operate farming business, beyond that 
is the competence in managing and planning the financial resources to maintain business operations and 
provide the flexibility to adapt, innovate, grow and weather the storms. Understanding and using the key 
financial tools that can support the monitoring and maintenance of strong financial indicators provides 
the insight to identify business strengths and weaknesses and to be proactive in setting the goals that 
support the vision of how the business should look in the future. 

Key Messages: 
 Budgeting is a way of setting targets to manage income and expenses through the year.

 Working capital is the money that pays the bills and keeps the business operating.

 Equity is the value of your ownership in the business, debt is somebody else’s asset.

 The relationship between debt and risk in business is not linear.

 Some basic planning of the financial aspects of a business can remove much of the stress  
and uncertainty.

Figure 1. The financial management cycle
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My follow up questions for the speaker;

Why banks like budgets
Banks like budgets because they tell the story of your farm in their language. Agronomy reports are the 
language of Agronomists and budgets are the language of bankers. A well-prepared budget will inform 
a bank about everything they want to understand about your farm, when processing a loan application. 
Banks will not have time to collate your data and interpret verbal instructions, you will need to present 
applications that are, well prepared and detailed. This would include a cashflow which is essential when 
structuring loan repayments/interest payments, to ensure that the timing of payments matches the timing 
of income. This will also assist with managing the working capital requirements through the season.

Financial statements prepared by your accountant tell part of this story but not all. They tell us about the 
past and budgets talk about the future. Bankers have a saying that “using financial statements to lend 
money is like driving a car looking through the rear-view mirror”.

Budgets – built from the ground up
The best place to start a budget is with a comprehensive production plan, based on sound scientific, 
agronomic principles. Cropping plans with expected yields and inputs plus livestock and pasture plans 
are not only essential for creating a good budget, they improve management and farm production as 
well. Building budgets from the ground up means capturing assumptions like crop area, expected yields, 
stocking rates plus expected sales, all of which are necessary to demonstrate that your budget is realistic. 
Keeping long term production and sales records for all commodities will also help in this process.    

Avoid creating ‘top-down’ budgets using inflated or overly optimistic yields or prices. Remember that 
expected yields are not aspirational!

The key financial measures
KPIs can be used to measure various financial aspects of your farming business. Some KPIs are better 
suited to use for (internal) benchmarking than others; that is to benchmark your farm over time. An 
example of one KPI that is better used for internal monitoring and for a local area is Farm Operating 
Return per hectare. Other KPIs can be used for both internal and against industry benchmarks (external).

A suggested nine key financial measures that farm business owners can focus on and can be used to 
benchmark various financial aspects within their own business include:

o Return on Assets under Management   o Return on Equity 

o Farm Operating Costs     o Plant Productivity 

o Land Productivity      o Labour Productivity 

o Asset Turnover Ratio     o Equity Ratio 

o Interest Cover 
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How to start evaluating your financial performance 
1. If you want to improve your farm performance, know your starting point, decide on what you want to 

improve and have an end point or goal in mind in terms of key performance indicators (KPIs). They are 
the guide posts.

2. Become very familiar with the key drivers of your farming enterprises (cropping, livestock); understand 
the key Wimmera farm financial benchmarks or KPIs and calculate those KPIs yourself to better 
understand your own farm business.

3. The Pareto Principle should not be overlooked. It is forever present.

4. Use the Stop, Start, Continue process to introduce change into your farming practices.

5. Marginal analysis is a fundamental economic principle that underlies successful businesses.

6. Many of the possible gains involve minimising the losses in adverse years.

Self evaluation;
Do I have a working budget that is monitored on a regular basis?

Yes I do?                                                      At times but not consistent                                               No I don’t?

How do you feel this impacts your understanding of your financial performance?

Do I know my Equity to Debt ratio? 

Yes                                                                          I think So                                                                No I don’t?
Would understanding more about the financial ratios assist 
with setting performance goals for your farm business? 
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Who are your primary sources of information relating to your financial performance?

Banker/ Accountant / Management Consultant

Should you seek out additional assistance to establish financial protocols in your business?

We want to work on this in our business, what should we do next?
In summary; strategies to build profit and ultimately resilience

• Use the STOP, START, CONTINUE process to brainstorm amongst yourselves to encourage change. 
Evaluate what works well and what could be improved.

• Do not lose sight of time management principles of important and urgent tasks and prioritise with that 
in mind. Set time aside to manage the planning of income an expenditure.

• Understand the major farm financial KPIs and apply them as a ’road map’ for major decisions such as 
buying and financing plant, employing labour, leasing or share farming more land and or buying or 
selling farmland.

Our Second Action

Our First Action
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More about Chris . . .
Chris Minehan is a director at Rural Management Strategies Farm 
Business Consultants in Wagga. He provides production, financial 
and business management advice, succession planning and strategic 
business assessments for farm businesses in southern NSW.
Chris grew up on a mixed farm at Cowra and studied Science in 
Agriculture at the University of Sydney, he also has a Master Degree in 
Business Management through Charles Sturt University.

More about Simon . . .
Simon Fritsch, founder of Agripath, has over 20 years experience in 
agriculture with his client base encompassing irrigation, dry land farming 
and grazing operations.
He has Southern, Central, and Northern NSW farming systems experience. 
Simon’s particular strengths have been in financial analysis and planning 
to deliver profitable outcomes for client businesses. Simon has worked 
as an irrigation agronomist for Twynam Cotton at Warren, a dry land 
consultant agronomist for Hassall & Associates and team leader Farm 
Business Consulting for Hassall & Associates.

Simon has worked in many parts of Australia, giving him a broad understanding of all facets of 
farming in diverse environments and an excellent network of skilled land managers/farm advisors. 
Simon has a degree in Rural Science.

Contact details 
Chris Minehan
Rural Management Strategies – Wagga
35 Blake Street
Wagga Wagga NSW 2650
Ph: 02 6921 3660

Contact details 
Simon Fritsch
Agripath
1/21 Bourke St
Tamworrth NSW
Ph: 02 6766 9051
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Managing WHS to protect you and your employees

Presented by Rebecca Fing
House Paddock Training and Consulting Pty Ltd

Introduction
This session will provide employers with an outline, tools and tips to improve their Work Health and 
Safety compliance and equally as important – to reduce the risk of people being injured or killed in the 
workplace. Agriculture is one of the most dangerous industries; farms often double as our homes and 
visitors are regularly welcomed. For these reasons, safety should be a higher priority than it often is.  
This session will provide a framework of the requirements, and the confidence to make a start, have the 
conversation and make farming businesses safer workplaces. 

Key Messages: 
 Working Safely and productively is possible.

 WHS does not have to be a scary beast... you just need to know where to start

 Professional businesses balance safety and productivity - very well.

 Getting safety right saves lives.

 Ignorance towards WHS costs lives.

My follow up questions for the speaker;
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Self evaluation;
Do you have a formal written WHS system in place?

Yes I do?  I have something but I need more No I don’t?

Who could you seek assistance from to develop something if required? 

If you have a system in place does it reflect what actually happens in the business?

Yes  No

What are the main areas of inconsistency you would like to focus on?

Make a list of the reasons why clearer WHS processes would be beneficial to your business  
and employees?

We want to work on this in our business, what should we do next?
• Make a start on making your business safer! Today.

• Have open conversations about safety - often - they save lives.

• Ensure your business has an effective induction

• Ensure your team is effectively trained to work productively and safely

• Review your emergency preparedness... ensure you can respond when things go wrong!
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What are the potential benefits of taking action to implement WHS policies;

• A Safer workplace!

• Improved business risk management

• Improved business compliance and peace of mind

• Improved ability to attach and retain staff

• Improved business professionalism

Our First Action

Our Second Action

Want to learn more, here are some suggestions;
https://www.housepaddockconsulting.com.au/whs

https://www.safework.nsw.gov.au/your-industry/agriculture,-forestry-and-fishing

https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/agriculture

https://www.farmsafe.org.au/Resources-for-Farmers

Want to learn more, here are some suggestions;
SafeWork NSW

Safework Australia

https://www.housepaddockconsulting.com.au/whs
https://www.safework.nsw.gov.au/your-industry/agriculture,-forestry-and-fishing
https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/agriculture
https://www.farmsafe.org.au/Resources-for-Farmers
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More about Rebecca . . .
Rebecca Fing of House Paddock Training and Consulting has been 
helping farming businesses provide a safer more productive work 
environment for over 15 years. Based in Goondiwindi, Rebecca provides 
WHS and HR consulting services to farmers and small business and runs 
training and workshops to provide practical advice and tips to get the 
job done. Having been on over 400 farms from Emerald to the Adelaide 
Hills, Rebecca has seen it done well (and not so well!) and loves sharing 
what she has seen and learnt along the way. Rebecca hopes that a better 
understanding and some practical tips will enable business to “make a 

start” in the WHS space, rather than shy away from it.

Contact details  
Rebecca Fing
 House Paddock Training and Consulting Pty Ltd
70 Macintyre Street, Goondiwindi
Ph: 0427107234
housepaddock@bigpond.com
www.housepaddockconsulting.com.au
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3.  Drift management strategies:  
things that the spray operator 
has the ability to change

Factors that the spray operator has the ability to change include the sprayer set-
up, the operating parameters, the product choice, the decision about when to start 
spraying and, most importantly, the decision when to stop spraying. 

Things that can be changed by the operator to reduce the potential for off-target 
movement of product are often referred to as drift reduction techniques (DRTs) or drift 
management strategies (DMSs). Some of these techniques and strategies may be 
referred to on the product label. 

3.1 Using coarser spray qualities
Spray quality is one of the simplest things that the spray operator can change to 
manage drift potential. However, increasing spray quality to reduce drift potential 
should only be done when the operator is confident that he/she can still achieve 
reasonable efficacy. 

Applicators should always select the coarsest spray quality that will provide 
appropriate levels of control.  

The product label is a good place to check what the recommended spray quality is for 
the products you intend to apply. 

In many situations where weeds are of a reasonable size, and the product being 
applied is well translocated, it may be possible to use coarser spray qualities without 
seeing a reduction in efficacy. 

However, by moving to very large droplet sizes, such as an extremely coarse (XC) 
spray quality, there are situations where reductions in efficacy could be expected, 
these include:

•	 using contact-type products;

•	 using low application volumes;

•	 targeting very small weeds;

•	 spraying into heavy stubbles or dense crop canopies; and

•	 spraying at higher speeds.

If spray applicators are considering using spray qualities larger than those 
recommended on the label, they should seek trial data to support this use. Where data 
is not available, then operators should initially spray small test strips, compare these 
with their regular nozzle set-up results and carefully evaluate the efficacy (control) 
obtained. It may be useful to discuss these plans with an adviser or agronomist and 
ask him/her to assist in evaluating the efficacy.

 For more 
information see the 
GRDC Fact Sheet 
‘Summer fallow 
spraying’ Fact 
Sheet

Drift Reduction 
Technology an 
introduction

PLAY VIDEO  

Tom Wolf

Module 17  
Pulse width modulation systems  
How they work and set-up  
considerations

SPRAY APPLICATION MANUAL FOR GRAIN GROWERS

Graham Betts and Bill Gordon

Module 11  Pumps, plumbing and components

How they can work together 

SPRAY APPLICATION MANUAL FOR GRAIN GROWERS

PAGE 7MODULE 08 Calibration of the sprayer system – ensuring accuracy MODULE 08 Calibration of the sprayer system – ensuring accuracy

Step 2: Check pressure

Check the pressure in each boom section adjacent to the inlet and ends of the 
section. If only using one calibrated testing gauge, set the pressure to achieve,  
for example, 3 bar at the nozzle outlet.

Mark the spray unit’s master gauge with a permanent marker. This will ensure the 
same pressure is achieved when moving the test gauge from section to section.

Step 3: Check flow meter output 
•	 If pressure across a boom section is uneven check for restrictions  

in	flow	–	kinked	hoses,	delamination	of	hoses	and	blocked	filters.	 
Make the required repairs before continuing.

•	 When the pressure is even, set at the desired operating pressure. 
Record	litres	per	minute	from	the	rate	controller	display	to	fine-tune	 
the	flow	meter	(see	flow	meter	calibration).

•	 Without	turning	the	spray	unit	off,	collect	water	from	at	least	four	
nozzles per section for one minute (check ends and middle of the 
section and note where the samples came from).

Flow though  
pressure tester. 

Photo: Bill Gordon

Options for 
measuring 
pressure at the 
nozzle 

Measuring 
nozzle pressure 
and output to 
check	flow	
meter accuracy

PLAY VIDEO  

PLAY VIDEO  
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LOOK AROUND YOU.
1 in 5 people in rural Australia are currently 
experiencing mental health issues.

www.ifarmwell.com.au  An online toolkit specifically tailored to
help growers cope with challenges, particularly things beyond their control (such 
as weather), and get the most out of every day.

www.blackdoginstitute.org.au  The Black Dog Institute is
a medical research institute that focuses on the identification, prevention and 
treatment of mental illness. Its website aims to lead you through the logical steps 
in seeking help for mood disorders, such as depression and bipolar disorder, and 
to provide you with information, resources and assessment tools.

www.crrmh.com.au  The Centre for Rural & Remote Mental Health
(CRRMH) provides leadership in rural and remote mental-health research, working 
closely with rural communities and partners to provide evidence-based service 
design, delivery and education. 

Glove Box Guide to Mental Health 
The Glove Box Guide to Mental Health includes stories, tips, 
and information about services to help connect rural  
communities and encourage conversations about mental  
health. Available online from CRRMH. 

www.rrmh.com.au  Rural & Remote Mental Health run workshops 
and training through its Rural Minds program, which is designed to raise mental 
health awareness and confidence, grow understanding and ensure information is 
embedded into agricultural and farming communities.

www.cores.org.au  CORESTM (Community Response to Eliminating 
Suicide) is a community-based program that educates members of a local community 
on how to intervene when they encounter a person they believe may be suicidal.

www.headsup.org.au  Heads Up is all about giving individuals and 
businesses tools to create more mentally healthy workplaces. Heads Up provides 
a wide range of resources, information and advice for individuals and organisations 
– designed to offer simple, practical and, importantly, achievable guidance. You 
can also create an action plan that is tailored for your business.

www.farmerhealth.org.au  The National Centre for Farmer Health 
provides leadership to improve the health, wellbeing and safety of farm workers, 
their families and communities across Australia and serves to increase knowledge 
transfer between farmers, medical professionals, academics and students.

www.ruralhealth.org.au  The National Rural Health Alliance 
produces a range of communication materials, including fact sheets and 
infographics, media releases and its flagship magazine Partyline.

The GRDC supports the mental wellbeing of Australian grain growers and their 
communities. Are you ok? If you or someone you know is experiencing 
mental health issues call beyondblue or Lifeline for 24/7 crisis support.

Looking for information on mental wellbeing? Information and support resources are available through:

beyondblue  
1300 22 46 36  
www.beyondblue.org.au 

Lifeline 
13 11 14 
www.lifeline.org.au



Stories include seasonally and regionally relevant information on 
topics ranging from advances in plant breeding and biotechnology, 
new varieties and agronomic best practice, through to harvest and 
on-farm grain storage.

Visit www.groundcover.grdc.com.au for the latest stories.
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New GroundCover stories are available  
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and keep your details  
up-to-date visit the  

GRDC subscription centre   
www.grdc.com.au/subscribe
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TOP
10 
TIPS 
FOR REDUCING  
SPRAY DRIFT

Choose all products in the tank mix carefully, 
which includes the choice of active ingredient, the 
formulation type and the adjuvant used. 

Understand how product uptake and translocation 
may impact on coverage requirements for the target. 
Read the label and technical literature for guidance on 
spray quality, buffer (no-spray) zones and wind speed 
requirements. 

Select the coarsest spray quality that will provide an 
acceptable level of control. Be prepared to increase 
application volumes when coarser spray qualities are 
used, or when the delta T value approaches 10 to 
12. Use water-sensitive paper and the Snapcard app 
to assess the impact of coarser spray qualities on 
coverage at the target.

Always expect that surface temperature inversions will 
form later in the day, as sunset approaches, and that 
they are likely to persist overnight and beyond sunrise 
on many occasions. If the spray operator cannot 
determine that an inversion is not present, spraying 
should NOT occur.

Use weather forecasting information to plan the 
application. BoM meteograms and forecasting websites 
can provide information on likely wind speed and 
direction for 5 to 7 days in advance of the intended 
day of spraying. Indications of the likely presence of a 
hazardous surface inversion include: variation between 
maximum and minimum daily temperatures are greater 
than 5°C, delta T values are below 2 and low overnight 
wind speeds (less than 11km/h). 

Only start spraying after the sun has risen more 
than 20 degrees above the horizon and the wind 
speed has been above 4 to 5km/h for more than 20 
to 30 minutes, with a clear direction that is away from 
adjacent sensitive areas.

Higher booms increase drift. Set the boom height 
to achieve double overlap of the spray pattern, with 
a 110-degree nozzle using a 50cm nozzle spacing 
(this is 50cm above the top of the stubble or crop 
canopy). Boom height and stability are critical. Use 
height control systems for wider booms or reduce the 
spraying speed to maintain boom height. An increase 
in boom height from 50 to 70cm above the target can 
increase drift fourfold.

Avoid high spraying speeds, particularly when ground 
cover is minimal. Spraying speeds more than 16 to 
18km/h with trailing rigs and more than 20 to 22km/h 
with self-propelled sprayers greatly increase losses 
due to effects at the nozzle and the aerodynamics of 
the machine.

Be prepared to leave unsprayed buffers when the 
label requires, or when the wind direction is towards 
sensitive areas. Always refer to the spray drift restraints 
on the product label. 

Continually monitor the conditions at the site of 
application. Where wind direction is a concern move 
operations to another paddock. Always stop spraying if 
the weather conditions become unfavourable. 
Always record the date, start and finish times, wind 
direction and speed, temperature and relative humidity, 
product(s) and rate(s), nozzle details and spray system 
pressure for every tank load. Plus any additional record 
keeping requirements according to the label. 
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